Methods for accurate measures of total ventricular activation time.
The purpose of this study was to determine improved measures of total ventricular activation time for the diagnosis and treatment of patients undergoing cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT). This work investigates the accuracy of a root mean square (RMS) based QRS width computed from unipolar electrograms (EGs) measured in heart for representing true total ventricular activation time (TVAT). The study also investigated the use subsets of EGs obtained from the endocardial and epicardial surfaces as indicators of TVAT. Transmural needle electrodes (96) were used to obtain 960 EGs from six normal isolated canine hearts. RMS-based QRS-widths from the endocardial and epicardial surfaces and volume were compared to the TVAT measured from all 960 EGs. No statistically significant differences were found in RMS-based QRS-widths obtained from all three sets of electrograms when compared with true TVAT. Activation times obtained from endocardial and epicardial surfaces were found to be poor indicators of true TVAT. The results support the use of RMS techniques for providing more accurate measures of TVAT.